Mass changes from GRACE data in Argentina. A preliminary qualitative analysis
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Abstract

Gravimetric satellite missions have introduced a new concept in gravitational field modeling, providing valuable information about the geodynamic behavior of our planet. The GRACE satellite mission allows obtaining monthly variations of the gravity field for a certain region; furthermore, in particular these changes can be related to terrestrial water storage and postglacial rebound, for example. The aim of this work is to analyze the temporal variation of the gravity field as measured over Argentina, provided by four different GRACE processing centers: CSR, JPL, GFZ and BGI. All the solutions detected the significant mass changes of the area, though there are some discrepancies between the four GRACE processing centers. Gravity trend as well as amplitude maps of these variations for the period 2002-2008 show important features in three zones: Patagonia, La Plata basin, and the Andes Mountain chain. The gravity changes in the first two areas are mainly related to the continental water redistribution; and in the third one, with seismic movements. Also, the profiles over the three areas with the gravity trend and amplitude variations are shown.
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Resumen

Las misiones satelitales gravimétricas introducen un nuevo concepto en el modelado del campo gravitacional, ya que proveen valiosa información acerca del comportamiento geodinámico de nuestro planeta. La misión satelital GRACE permite obtener variaciones del campo de gravedad para una región determinada; además, estos cambios pueden relacionarse con el almacenamiento de agua y con el rebote postglacial, por ejemplo.

El objetivo de este trabajo es mostrar las variaciones temporales del campo de gravedad detectadas en Argentina, provistas por los cuatro centros de procesamiento GRACE: CSR, JPL, GFZ y BGI. Todas las soluciones detectaron cambios de masas significativos en la región; sin embargo, existen algunas diferencias entre los cuatro centros de procesamiento de GRACE. Los mapas de tendencia y amplitud de la gravedad para el período 2002-2008 muestran tres zonas de variaciones importantes: en la Patagonia, en la Cuenca del Plata y en la Cordillera de los Andes. Los cambios de gravedad en las dos primeras regiones están relacionados principalmente con la redistribución de agua continental; y en la tercera, con movimientos sísmicos. Asimismo, se muestran para las tres áreas los perfiles con las variaciones de tendencia y amplitud de la gravedad.

Palabras clave: GRACE, almacenamiento de agua, cambios de masa.
Introduction

The practical use of the theories elaborated a century ago for the study of the Earth by Gauss, Molodensky and Stokes, among others, (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1985; Torge, 2001) was only possible once the advance of satellite technology and computing tools enabled it. In practical specific applications, having a geoid model allows us to use an algorithm from which ellipsoidal heights can be transformed into orthometric heights.

Many countries, including Argentina, are encouraging the investigation and computing of Geoid Models mainly because of the increasing use of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) technology. Besides, many geological and geophysical applications demand knowledge of the terrestrial gravity field. Basically, this demand is concentrated in engineering, mining and petroleum companies.

Recent gravity satellite campaigns represent a tool to improve several applications related to the gravity field modeling; moreover, they provide valuable information about the geodynamic behavior of our planet since they offer monitoring the temporal variations of the gravity field (Reigber et al., 2005; Rodell et al., 2007).

GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment) mission can map the mass distribution by measuring the changes in the Earth’s gravity field. Most of the monthly gravity changes detected by this mission can be associated with the variations in terrestrial water storage, which includes hydrological reservoir changes, groundwater, soil moisture, lakes, streams, snow, ice and glaciers (Ramilien et al., 2005; Velicogna and Wahr, 2005, 2006). A few years ago, these studies were achieved from ground measurements, obtaining results of low precision and for small areas. Temporal and spatial variations of water storage in large areas (a river basin, a glacier, for example) are difficult to analyze from ground measurements because of its size. With the present development of technologies represented by GRACE mission it is possible to detect the monthly spatial changes in the distribution of water masses in these regions. Furthermore, GRACE can map water storage changes to a height of about 1 centimeter for areas ranging in size on the order of 400 km.

The La Plata Basin is one of the largest in the world, with an area of 3,100,000 km², which is equivalent to the 17% of South America’s surface. This basin covers 5 countries: Brazil (1,415,000 km²), Argentina (920,000 km²), Paraguay (410,000 km²), Bolivia (205,000 km²), and Uruguay (150,000 km²).

The main rivers in Argentina that are part of this hydrographic system are the Paraná (its basin is the largest one with an area of 1,510,000 km² and a longitude of 4,000 km), Uruguay and Paraguay.

Also in the La Plata basin lies a large part of the second fresh groundwater reservoir of the world (the Guaraní Water-bearing System), thus the knowledge of its behavior is of extreme importance for being an important environmental, economic and strategic resource.

The Patagonia is located in the southernmost part of Argentina, between 40º and 56º of South latitude. This region is characterized by the presence of a big continental ice extension (the third greater of the world after the Antarctica and Greenland), located in the “Andes Patagónicos” in the border between Argentina and Chile. The continental ice extends throughout 350 km and 49 glaciers descend from them. In Argentina, they have an extension of 3,000 km².

At present, GRACE data is a remarkable tool to study and quantify the variations related to climate change, like the regression of the glaciers in the south of Argentina and the water redistribution in the Paraná River basin and in the Guarani Water- bearing System.

In this paper, the mass changes for Argentina obtained from different processing centers are shown and compared, analyzing the possible causes of the variations and showing that GRACE mission can actually detect the glaciological and hydrological changes.

Data and methods

Study area

Argentina is the second largest country in South America, with an area of 2,766,891.2 km², and is located between 20º and 56º South Latitude and 53º and 74º West Longitude. It comprises different geological and physiographical areas, presenting mainly plains at the eastern region, hills in the center and mountains at the West (Figure 1). The country is limited at its western extreme by the Andes Mountain chain. The physiography is diverse, with heights ranging from -100 to 7,000 m approximately; the highest point is located at Cerro Aconcagua with 6,962 m above sea level, and the lowest is at Laguna del Carbón (105 m below sea level).

The continental territory includes four major geological regions: the Patagonian massif -a Precambrian basement-; the Andes System -caused by the Andean bending-; the Brazilian massif -Precambrian basement-; and the Pampa
Plain comprising marine and volcanic sediments (Gentili et al., 1980).

The major rivers in Argentina are the Paraná, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bermejo, Pilcomayo, Colorado, Salado and La Plata. Also, there are several lakes, like the Argentino and Viedma; and numerous reservoirs created by dams, like the Esteros del Iberá.

**GRACE data**

Before this new gravity satellite mission era, the long wavelength of the Earth gravity field was obtained from the tracking measurement of satellites orbiting our planet. These measurements had varied quality and quantity, and had a low geographical coverage density. Therefore, the accuracy and precision of the gravity models that had come up this way was limited and only the important geophysical features of the Earth’s structure could be detected. But in the last few years, this scenario has changed and a great advance has been achieved concerning the knowledge of the terrestrial gravity field, thanks to the combined use of GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers, accelerometers and gradiometers.

The successful launching of CHAMP (CHAllenging Mini-satellite Payload) in 2001 and GRACE in 2002 marked the beginning of a new age in satellite gravimetry (Wahr et al., 1998; Beutler, 2004).

In the present investigation, the GRACE Level-2 data from four processing centers were analyzed and compared to determine the gravity trend and amplitude in Argentina for the period 2002-2008.

GRACE Level-2 data consists of monthly spherical expansions of the Earth’s gravity field. Each solution is represented by a set of harmonic coefficients up to a defined order and degree (Bettadpur, 2007).

The data used in this investigation were provided by four processing centers: UTCSR (University of Texas, Center for Space Research), GFZ (GeoForschung Zentrum, Potsdam), JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA) and BGI (Bureau Gravimétrique International, France).\(^1\)

In this research, the following data were used: the released 4 (RL04) from UTCSR and GFZ, the release 4.1 from JPL, and the version 1 from BGI.

The CSR RL04 solutions are complete to degree and order 60 in terms of spherical harmonic expansions, the ones from GFZ RL04 and JPL RL04.1, to 120; and the data sets of the BGI, to 50.

The time period used in this study spans from January 2002 to December 2008. The data were filtered by truncating the coefficients at degree and order 30 and by doing the calculation at satellite altitude (500 km). This was made to allow a fair comparison and to reduce the uncertainties of the GRACE data in the higher order coefficients (Forsberg and Reeh, 2006; Sandberg Sørensen and Forsberg, 2010).

---

\(^1\) These solutions are now computed by the GRGS- CNES (Groupe de Recherche de Géodésie Spatiale, Centre National d’Études Spatiales, Tolouse).
The time-variability of each set is represented by a sequence of 30 days approximately, except for the BGI solutions, where the data are provided every 10 days and are based on the running average of three 10-day periods (Lemoine et al., 2007, 2008). The resulting epochs for each center were 71 for UTCSR, 63 for GFZ, 70 for JPL and 202 for BGI. For the first three data sets, the months June-July of 2002 and June 2003 are missing due to the missing accelerometer data.

Method and results

In general, the trend, amplitude and phase of a time-dependent function can be defined as:

\[ x(t) = a + b \cdot t + c \cdot \cos(t) + d \cdot \sin(t) \]  

(1)

where \( b \cdot t \) is the trend and it is represented by the slope of the function \( x(t) \); and \( a \) is the origin ordinate.

From (1) the amplitude \( A \) of the variable and its corresponding phase \( \phi \) would be:

\[ c \cdot \cos(t) + d \cdot \sin(t) = A \cos(\phi + t) \]  

(2)

Where

\[ A^2 = c^2 + d^2, \quad \phi = \tan^{-1}(c/d) \]  

(3)

The first step is to determine the change of the monthly gravity fields, \( \delta g \), in time, which is done by a 4-parameter trend analysis of the gravity disturbances. A bias \( (a) \), trend \( b \cdot t \) and two yearly seasonal terms \( (c \cdot \cos t; d \cdot \sin t) \) are estimated in each grid point defined for Argentina, where the amplitude is a combination of \( c \) and \( d \) (3). The solutions were processed with software specially developed for GRACE by the National Space Institute, Technical University of Denmark. Finally, the gravity trend and amplitude for the 4 centers for the period from August 2002 to May 2008 were obtained (Forsberg and Reeh, 2006) with:

\[ \delta g(t) = a + b \cdot t + c \cdot \cos(t) + d \cdot \sin(t) \]  

(4)

The resulting gravity trends (in \( \mu \text{Gal per year} \)) and amplitudes (in \( \mu \text{Gal per year} \)) at satellite altitude (500 km), based on the CSR, JPL, GFZ and BGI epochs respectively, are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. Above: Gravity trends in Argentina from August 2002 to May 2008, given in \( \mu \text{Gal per year} \), from the data of the four processing centers. Below: Gravity trend profiles over the La Plata Basin (blue) and the Patagonia (red), from the data of the four processing centers.
change in the middle-west part of Argentina, in coincidence with a region of large earthquakes. Gravity amplitude profiles over the central Andes Mountain chain, from the data of the four processing centers, are presented also in Figure 3 (below).

Analyzing the amplitude and trend maps and profiles, the solutions from the JPL is the one that always presents the greatest differences in relation to the others centers. The analysis centers follow different data pre-processing, processing and post-processing strategies, which cause differences in the sets of spherical harmonic coefficients (Klees et al., 2008).

The gravity trend maps for Argentina from August 2002 to May 2008, given in µGal per year, from the data of the four processing centers are presented in Figure 2 (above).

The trend plots indicate some differences among the GRACE solutions, but they do agree on a negative trend over two regions, indicating a significant mass loss.

The first one is located in the Patagonian Ice Field. The mass changes detected in this area correspond with the water, ice and snow redistribution. The second one is located in the La Plata basin. In this area, the significant gravity trend variations are mainly related to seasons, drought and flood periods, and at inter-annual scales, with phenomena like El Niño and La Niña (Berbery and Barros, 2002).

Also in Figure 2 (below), the gravity trend profiles over the La Plata Basin and the Patagonia, from the data of the four processing centers, showing the maximum and minimum values reached for each center, are presented.

In Figure 3 (above) the gravity amplitude maps for Argentina from August 2002 to May 2008, given in µGal per year, from the data of the four processing centers, are shown. It can be detected an important gravity amplitude change in the middle-west part of Argentina, in coincidence with a region of large earthquakes. Gravity amplitude profiles over the central Andes Mountain chain, from the data of the four processing centers, are presented also in Figure 3 (below).

Analyzing the amplitude and trend maps and profiles, the solutions from the JPL is the one that always presents the greatest differences in relation to the others centers. The analysis centers follow different data pre-processing, processing and post-processing strategies, which cause differences in the sets of spherical harmonic coefficients (Klees et al., 2008).

The gravity trend and amplitude statistics can be found in Table 1, which shows that the amplitude ranges from a minimum of 0.040 (BGI) to a maximum of 3.149 (GFZ) µGal per year; and for the trend the values varies from -0.479 (BGI) to 0.281 (CSR) µGal per year.

These results show that the research in Argentina should be extended and the detected mass changes should be validated with hydrological and glacial models, climatic data (temperature, rainfall records) and satellite images series. Also, in a next stage, the variations detected will be estimated in km³/year of water equivalent.
Comparing the results obtained from the four processing centers, the JPL is the one that shows the highest differences for both trend and amplitude variables. The estimated trend and amplitude values are slightly different but the same pattern could be found in the results from the four processing centers, except for JPL amplitude. GRACE products differences are currently being studied in terms of resolution and pre-processing.

From the amplitude figures, an important variation can be seen in the Andes Mountain chain, in an area of oil exploitation and exploration, and also in the north part of the country.

It can be concluded from the analysis of the trend figures that significant mass changes could be detected in two areas in particular: the main one in the glaciers zone in the Patagonia, and the other one corresponding to the La Plata Basin.

There is a clear negative trend (maximum absolute value of 0.25 μGal per year approximately) in the La Plata Basin and another one at the Patagonian Ice Field (maximum absolute value of 0.63 μGal per year approximately). The first one can be related to the Paraná River behavior and the seasonal variations in the basin area that are being affected by extreme weather events. The second variation can be associated with the water, snow and ice redistribution, among others, and partly also by the climatic change that is generating a great regression and loss of mass in most of the Patagonian glaciers. Moreover, the connection between ice mass loss and postglacial rebound signal can be derived from that.

These patterns agree with other preliminary results that are still under study, like altimetry from ENVISAT and equivalent water change grids derived from NASA and GRGS- CNES (Andersen et al., 2008; Pereira, 2011; Pereira et al., 2012).
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